
Religion



RELIGION
Western concept, from Latin religio
 “religion”= piety, faith in God
no stable meaning before 17th c.



Karl Marx (1818 –1883)

The basis of irreligious criticism is: 
Man makes religion, religion does 
not make man....Religion is the sigh 
of the oppressed creature, the heart of the oppressed creature, the heart 
of a heartless world, just as it is the 
spirit of a spiritless situation. It is 
the opium of the people.

(Critique of Hegel’s Philosophy of 
Right, 1843)



Rudolf Otto (1869–1937)

The reader is invited to direct his mind to a 

moment of deeply-felt religious experience, as little 

as possible qualified by other forms of 

consciousness. 

Whoever cannot do this, whoever knows no Whoever cannot do this, whoever knows no 

such moments in his experience, is requested to 

read no farther; for it is not easy to discuss 

questions of religious psychology with one who 

can recollect the  emotions of his adolescence, the 

discomforts of indigestion, or, say, social feelings, 

but cannot recall any intrinsically religious 

feelings. “

(The Idea of the Holy, 1923) 



Talal Asad (CUNY)

“there cannot be a universal definition of religion “there cannot be a universal definition of religion 
... because that definition is itself the 
historical product of discursive processes ”



Religious Studies
 an  academic field 

 multi-disciplinary

 secular 

 study of religious beliefs, behaviors, & institutions. 

 describes, compares, interprets, & explains religion, 

 emphasizing systematic, historically-based, and 
cross-cultural perspectives.

 considering differences in gender, race etc. 



A polythetic approach

The Theoretical
 Philosophy, theology,  ethics

coherent explanations of God, universe, humanity coherent explanations of God, universe, humanity

The Mythical
 Sacred stories or texts

The Practical 
Acts create religion



How (& does) religion 
ties us back to the divine?
 Ritual

 Myths

 ethnic & universal religions

 Monotheistic/polytheistic

 Syncretistic or hybridic Syncretistic or hybridic

 Monism

 Pantheism

 Immanent/Transcendent

 Profane/Sacred 

 theistic/non-theistic

 Agnostic



Pantheism
 everything is part of an all-encompassing 

immanent God. 

 Nature & God are considered equivalent& 
synonymous. 



Profane and sacred

Sacred Profane



Immanence & transcendence



Monotheistic / polytheistic

Monotheism Polytheism

belief in one belief in multiple belief in one 
divinity

Western traditions 
claim monotheism, 
but in fact contain 
elements of both. 

belief in multiple 
divinities.

Much of what appears to 
be polytheistic in fact is 
monistic or henotheistic. 



Syncretistic or hybridic

 syncretistic: religions  
combine teachings, images, 
rituals from many different 
sources. sources. 

Hybridic, hybridity



ritual

 any act that is performed repetitively

Purpose

to interact with the divine 

E.g. re-enactment of sacred stories, worship, 
holidays, changes in a person’s status through 
ceremonies (rite of passage)



ethnic & universal religions

Ethnic religions Universal religions
 mostly bound to an ethnic or 

geographical area.
 believe they hold universal 

validity; eager to transmit their 
teachingsteachings



monism

 the idea that all gods and goddesses are part of ONE 
divinity.



theistic & non-theistic

 theistic—belief in a divinity

atheistic—non-belief in divinity



agnostic

no conclusion as to the existence of a divinity



Myths
A sacred narrative with religious or spiritual 
significance for those who tell it; contributes to 
& expresses systems of thought and values.


